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In order to dimension CJC™ Oil Filters there are 
three important factors to investigate:

	 	 Environment (Installation)
	 	 Oil Viscosity
	 	 Oil Volume

Key decision figures 
for CJC™ Oil Filters

Cement Plant 

In cement plants they are dealing with a very harsh and 
dusty environment, which leads to much contamination 
in the oil system. 80 % of all problems in oil systems are 
caused by contamination of particles, where dirt ingress will 
damage the system. 
The most damaging particles are the smaller particles less 
than 10 µm. Another damaging contamination is caused by 
the heat in the system combined with outdoor installation, 
which causes condensation and hence water in the oil. The 
heat in/at some applications also degrades the oil resulting 
in sludge and varnish.

Furthermore, cement plants often use excellent and ex-
pensive synthetic oils. The potential lifetime of such oil is at 
least 60,000 operation hours, but contamination can make 
it necessary to change the oil after just 10,000 operation 
hours - which, of course, was not the intention. Replacing 

the oil means stopping the gear and downtime is very ex-
pensive (easily 8,000 €/h). Yet another aspect is that chang-
ing the oil does not remove all the particles sticking inside 
the system components and piping – and as soon as new oil 
is poured into the system the oil gets contaminated – this 
makes filtration a necessity.
By doing oil maintenance and dramatically reducing the 
amount of particles, varnish and water there is huge saving 
potential in maintenance.

Cement Production - The Application

?
Introduction examples of investigating questions 
to use for Cement Plants:

  Which oil system do you spent most time on? 
  (Most critical system)
  How do you do oil maintenance today?
  What does downtime and unplanned breakdowns 
  costs per hour?

  How often do you change critical components?
  Have you calculated the total cost of a component change?   
  Including downtime, manpower etc.

Cement plant questions



This application guide selection is 
based on the equipment running 24/7. 

If it is not running 24/7 the 
application specialist must be 

contacted to find a specific solution. 
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Cement Plant

The main problem for most cement plants is the gear oil. 
There are different gear types in the cement plants which 
are crucial to be reliable and in function, and most cement 
plants have expensive spare parts (easily 50,000 € for one 

gear) on stock, just in case that some of the important parts 
brakes down. On these components an increase of lifetime 
with a factor of 2 is often seen, when implementing CJC™ 
Cement Plant fine filters, hence creating huge savings. 

Cement Plant and CJC™

Rotating Oven

Gear & Hydraulics
Filtration

Gear
Filtration

Gear
Filtration

Gear
FIltration

Bearing Lubrication
Filtration

Gear
Filtration

CEMENT PRODUCTION
TM- a typical cement plant with CJC  applications

Motor Lube 
Hydraulic 
Filtration

Motor Lube 
Diffential
Hydraulic
Filtration

Hydraulic
Filtration 



Expectet extention of life-
time on gear components 
and oil can be up to 3-5 

times, dedending on the dirt 
levet before fitration.

 
Please ask cement specialist 

for excact ROI calculation.
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Many cement plants have crushers as the start of the ce-
ment making process. There are different types of crush-
ers, the most often used in cement is Gyratory Crushers, 
Cone Crushers, Jaw Crushers and Impact Crushers. Jaw 
and Impact Crushers are lubricated with grease, hence 
is not interesting for C.C.JENSEN. The Cone Crushers and 
Gyratory Crushers are lubricated with oil, and here there 
is much to do for CJC™ Cement Plant filters. 
The crusher operates under extreme environmental con-
ditions which can lead to badly contaminated system with 
ISO cleanliness levels as high as 29/27/25. The recom-

mended level should be 18/16/14 (100 times lower) if the 
crushers are to operate reliably and efficiently. Seal fail-
ures cause water and particle contamination and oil deg-
radation. The combination of all contaminants results in 
wear of system parts and component failure and frequent 
oil changes. These failures lead to unscheduled stoppages 
and unbudgeted replacement of parts. This is particu-
larly relevant for sensitive components such as bushings, 
socket liners and bevel gears. Most importantly, the effect 
of contaminated oil is down-time and lost production!

Cement Plant - Crushers

  Extreme environmental conditions 
  – dirt, stones & much vibration
  Vibration creates extra particles internally in the gears
  High dirt level and contamination from these particles

The consequences of these problems are:

	 	 Wear and frequent change of system components
  Frequent oil change
  Shovelling of dirt out from tanks
  Breakdowns, downtime and lost production!

The problem

The way to avoid the above mentioned problems is by installing a 
CJC™ Cement Work Filter. The filter must be chosen out from the 
selection criteria whether there is a constant water ingress or not. 
The filter has very high dirt capacity, which is important in the extreme 
environment.

When CJC™ Cement Plant Filters have been installed on crushers, 
there is no need to shovel dirt out of the tanks!

The solution

Cement Plant - Crushers

All these problems increases 
maintenance costs, production 
costs and enhance the risk of the 
employees. 
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There are different types of raw mills, e.g. vertical mills 
and ball mills. After the crusher and reclaimer the raw 
material comes into the Raw Mill. The mill reduces the 
size of the material and mix the raw material, such as 
limestone, clay, sand and iron together,  before enter-
ing the kiln. The raw mill is very important for the total 
production at the plant – if the raw mill is not in function, 
if might cause other equipment to be at a stop too, as if 
there is no outcome from the raw mill there will be no 
feed to the kiln and hence no clinkers will be made. It is 
therefore crucial to have the raw mill running. 

The coal mill is essential equipment used in cement plant, 
because coal is a very important raw material in cement 

production line. The Mill grinds the coal into a fine pow-
der, for the coal to be fired directly or indirectly into the 
kiln for burning. Recycled material is in some places mixed 
into the coal. The gearboxes at these operations are in a 
harsh environment. It is very dusty where coal and other 
particles are going into the gearboxes contaminating both 
these and the oil within. 

Vertical mill
You can have a few different oil systems here. The main 
is the main gearbox, but the raw mill and the coal mill 
can also have bearing systems and hydraulic systems with 
cylinders balancing the mill. 

Cement Plant - Raw Mill & Coal Mill

  Contamination from particles – 
  especially coal and raw meal particles
  Sludge and varnish
  Condensation water

The consequences of these problems are:

	 	 Short lifetime of expensive oil
  Short lifetime of components and oil
  Shovelling of dirt out from tanks
  Unscheduled downtime (associated with high cost)

The problem

The way to avoid the above mentioned problems is by 
installing a CJC™ Cement Plant Fine Filter. When install-
ing a  CJC™ Cement Plant Fine Filter it is possible to get a 
much more reliable system. Component lifetime is often 
increased minimum with a factor of 2, and unplanned 
downtime will also be reduced, meaning that there is 

not the same need for expensive spare parts on stock as 
earlier. 
As the contamination ingress is continuous the CJC™ Ce-
ment Plant Fine Filter must be a stationary unit in opera-
tion 24 hours a day. The Cement Plant Filters are used to 
remove particles, sludge, varnish and water. 

The solution

Cement Plant - Raw Mill & Coal Mill

All these problems increases 
maintenance costs, production 
costs and enhance the risk of 
the employees. 
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Kiln is a rotating furnace, and often referred to as the 
heart of the cement making process. The kiln is normally 
running 24/7. As the kiln is heated to around 1400oC 
– 1500oC, the gear at the kiln is subjected to very high 
temperatures which has a huge impact on the oil in the 
gears. The degradation of the oil is speeded up by the 
high temperatures which create sludge and varnish. Gear 
oil in cement plants are continuous exposed to a very 
high rate of contamination of different types, especially 
particles from the dusty environment.    

There are two applications for the Kiln where CJC™ Ce-
ment plant fine filter can help: The main drive and the 
bearing:

The kiln is rotated by a gear box, some have a girth gear, 
other normal gear boxes. They are all running under 
heavy load and high temp. Furthermore you have the 
bearing lubrication system, which sometimes is a white 
metal bearing, but still generates a lot of metal particles, 
because of the pressure and load on the bearing.

Cement Plant - Rotary Kiln

  Contamination from particles
  - especially metal particles
  Fast degradation of the oil
  Sludge and varnish

The consequences of these problems are:

	 	 Short lifetime of expensive oil
  Short lifetime of gears and bearings
  Unscheduled downtime (associated with high cost)

The problem

The way to avoid the above mentioned problems is by 
installing a CJC™ Cement Plant Fine Filter. When install-
ing a  CJC™ Cement Plant Fine Filter it is possible to get a 
much more reliable system. Component lifetime is often 
increased minimum with a factor of 2, and unplanned 
downtime will also be reduced, meaning that there is 
not the same need for expensive spare parts on stock as 
earlier.

As the contamination ingress is continuous the CJC™ 
Cement plant fine filter must be a stationary unit in 
operation 24 hours a day. The CJC™ Cement Plant Filters 
are used to remove particles, degradation products and 
water. 

The solution

Cement Plant - Rotary Kiln

All these problems increases 
maintenance costs, production 
costs and enhance the risk of 
the employees. 
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The cement mill is where the clinkers, made 
in the kiln, is grinded into cement. There are 
many different types of cement mills, where 
ball mills are one of them. The different mill 
types also come with different gearbox sys-
tems, e.g. Symetro gear. 

Horisontal Mill - Ball Mill
The gearbox running the mill is operated at 
warm temperatures and the environment is 

very dusty. There are also bearings supporting 
the mill (one in each end, floating and fixed), 
which are having a hard time because of the 
harsh environment. The contamination in these 
components is very large and there is huge 
saving potentials by keeping the oil used clean. 
The bearings are white metal and very expen-
sive to renovate or exchange.

Cement Plant - Cement Mill Gear

  Contamination from particles
  - especially cement dust
  Sludge and varnish
  Condensation water

The consequences of these problems are:

	 	 Short lifetime of expensive oil
  Short lifetime of components
  Unscheduled downtime 

The problem

The way to avoid the above mentioned problems is by 
inserting a CJC™ Cement Plant Fine Filter. 
As the contamination ingress is continuous the CJC™ 
Cement Plant Fine Filter must be a stationary unit in 
operation 24 hours a day. The CJC™ Cement Plant Fine 
Filters are used to remove particles, degradation products 
and water. 

The solution

Cement Plant - Cement Mill Gear

All these problems increases 
maintenance costs, production 
costs and enhance the risk of 
the employees. 



Cement Plant - Crushers

* The filter for volumes up to 2000 L can also be used on viscosities up to 460 cSt. 

Oil type: ISO VG 150 - with constant water ingress
System Volume, L < 500 < 1,000 < 2,000

Item no. 3x400 V, 50 Hz: 617 000 340
3X480 V, 60 Hz: 617 000 345

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 617 000 341
3X480 V, 60 Hz: 617 000 346

3x400 V, 50 Hz: FA76 17 151-4B2
3X480 V, 60 Hz: FA76 17 151-4B3

Base product PTU3 27/54 PV-E2PW PTU3 27/108 P-E2PW PTU3 2 x 27/108 GP-E2PTW *

No. of inserts + type 2 x BLAT 27/27 4 x BLAT 27/27 8 x BLAT 27/27 

Pump type PV 30-4 P 19-6 GP 26-6

Pump flow (l/hr) 200 400 900

Pressure switch   
Sealing Nitril   
CJC automatic airvent   
Operational weight, kg 117 140 419

Power consumption, kW 0.18 0.25 0.55

Filter height / free height, mm 1363 / 602 1896 / 602 2055 / 602

Dirt capacity
Dirt / particles, liters 8 16 32

Oil degradation products, kg 8 16 32

Options
Drip pan   
Tank  
Pre-heater

3.0 kW  - - 
4.4 kW -  

OCM   

8



Cement Plant - Filter Selection

Oil type: Hydraulic Oil
System Volume, L < 600 < 1,000 < 3,000 < 6,000

Item no. 3x400 V, 50 Hz: 603 000 615
3X480 V, 60 Hz: 603 000 746

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 604 002 196
3X480 V, 60 Hz: 604 002 214

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 604 001 380
3X480 V, 60 Hz: 604 002 215

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 604 001 379
3X480 V, 60 Hz: 604 002 216

Base product HDU 15/25 HDU 27/27 PV HDU 27/54 P HDU 27/108 MZ

No. of inserts + type 1 x BG 15/25 B 27/27 2 x B 27/27  4 x B 27/27

Pump type PV 18-4 PV 38-4 P 19-4 MZ 28-4

Pump flow (l/hr) 120 250 600 1,680

Pressure switch - - - 
Sealing Nitril    
CJC automatic airvent    
Operational weight, kg 22 60 75 100

Power consumption, kW 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.55

Filter height / free height, mm 482 / 150 610 / 352 860 / 602 1439 / 602

Dirt capacity
Dirt / particles, liters 1.5 4 8 16

Water, liters 0.75 2 4 8

Oil degradation products, kg 1 4 8 16

Options
Drip pan -   -

Tank - - - 
Pre-heater

1 kW  - - -

1.65 kW -  - -

3.0 kW - -  -

4.4 kW - - - 
OCM -   
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Cement Plant - Filter Selection

Oil type: Gear - Lube oil < ISO VG 680
System Volume, L < 600 < 1,500 < 3,000 < 6,000 < 8,000

Max. viscosity ISO VG 680 ISO VG 680 ISO VG 680 ISO VG 680 ISO VG 460 *

Temperature ** > 400C > 400C > 400C > 400C > 400C

Item no.

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 
604 002 217

3X480 V, 60 Hz: 
604 002 218

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 
604 002 219

3X480 V, 60 Hz: 
604 002 220

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-2F0001

3X480 V, 60 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-2F0001

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-4F0004

3X480 V, 60 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-4F0004

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-4L0001

3X480 V, 60 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-4L0001

Base product HDU 27/81 PV HDU 27/108 MZ-P HDU 427/54 MZ-P HDU 427/108 MZ-P HDU 427/108 MZ-P

No. of inserts + type 3 x B 27/27 4 x B 27/27 8 x B 27/27 16 x B 27/27 16 x B 27/27

Pump type PV4 18-4 MZ 9-6 MZ 16-6 MZ 16-6 MZ 32-6

Pump flow (l/hr) 120 380 630 630 1,255

Pressure switch -    
Sealing Nitril     
CJC automatic airvent     
Operational weight, kg 90 100 188 266 266

Power consumption, kW 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.55 0.55

Filter height / free height, mm 1130 / 872 1393 / 602 945 / 685 1485 / 1220 1485 / 1220

Dirt capacity
Dirt / particles, liters 12 16 32 64 64

Water, liters 6 8 16 32 32

Oil degradation products, kg 12 16 32 64 64

Options
Drip pan  - - - -

Tank -    
Pre-heater

1 kW  - - - -

1.65 kW -  - - -

3.0 kW - -  - -

4.4 kW - - -  
OCM     

* On higher viscosities, heater is needed
** If lower temperatures occour, heater may be needed
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Cement Plant - Filter Selection

Oil type: Gear - Lube oil < ISO VG 1000
System Volume, L < 600 < 1,500 < 3,000 < 6,000

Temperature * > 400C > 400C > 400C > 400C

Item no.

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 
604 002 217

3X480 V, 60 Hz: 
604 002 218

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 
604 002 219

3X480 V, 60 Hz: 
604 002 220

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-2F0001

3X480 V, 60 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-2F0001

3x400 V, 50 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-4J0001

3X480 V, 60 Hz: 
FA76 04 104-4J0001

Base product HDU 27/81 PV HDU 27/108 MZ-P HDU 427/54 MZ-P HDU 427/108 MZ-P

No. of inserts + type 3 x B 27/27 4 x B 27/27 8 x B 27/27 16 x B 27/27

Pump type PV4 18-4 MZ 9-6 MZ 16-6 MZ 28-6

Pump flow (l/hr) 120 380 630 1100

Pressure switch -   
Sealing Nitril    
CJC automatic airvent    
Operational weight, kg 90 100 188 266

Power consumption, kW 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.55

Filter height / free height, mm 1130 / 872 1393 / 602 945 / 685 1485 / 1220

Dirt capacity
Dirt / particles, liters 12 16 32 64

Water, liters 6 8 16 32

Oil degradation products, kg 12 16 32 64

Options
Drip pan  - - -

Tank -   
Pre-heater **

1 kW  + 120C - - -

1.65 kW -  + 16.50C - -

3.0 kW - -  + 100C -

4.4 kW - - -  + 100C

OCM    

* If lower temperatures occour, heater may be needed
** Filters for high viscosity oils are equipped with heater, to reduce the viscosity, through the filter
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Problem: Oil analysis indicated a very high particle count, 
ISO 23/21/15, mostly metal wear and coal dust. Chemi-
cally the oil was in good condition, it just needed to be 
cleaned. 

Solution: A CJC™ Fine Filter HDU 27/54 PV-DE2P with an 
Oil Contamination Monitor, OCM 15 (an online particle 
counter) were installed. It was agreed with the customer 
to install the CJC™ OCM 15 to be able to follow the prog-
ress of the cleaning level.

Result: Contaminated oil results in wear and tear on gears 
and equipment failure. With clean oil, the risk of gearbox 
breakdown and plant shut down is minimized, increasing 
the reliability and the production of the entire coal mill. 
Furthermore, less unplanned maintenance work, results 
in less risk of work accidents. 

A Reliable Plant is a Safe Plant!

Statement: 
Mr. Frank Hughes, Maintenance Planner:
“I was surprised, when the CJC™ Oil Filter 
was stopped, that the particle count went 
up so quickly and that it took 2 times 
longer to get it back down again. Which 
made me realize that a permanent instal-
lation of the CJC™ Oil Filter was a must, to 
be able to have a very clean oil system. We 
have removed 99,9 % of the dirt, and the 
oil filter still has not blocked. Amazing!”

Statement: 
Mr. Joel Aycardo, Lubrication Supervisor:
“Perfect solutions to help our Oil Consump-
tion Ratio concerns, now we can save on 
oil change and can increase our machine 
reliability.”

Problem: Holcim Philippines - Bulacan Plant is doing a 
quarterly machine condition monitoring through oil analy-
sis. They found out that the oil in the Hydraulic System 1 
& 2 on Raw Mill #4 was heavily contaminated with silicon 
and wear particles. 

Solution: A CJC™ Filter Separator PTU2 27/27 was in-
stalled to reduce the contamination and wear particles 
present in the oil. One month of continuous filtration re-
sulted in a dramatic decreased in oil contaminations that 
lead to a high savings on oil change alone.

Financial Benefits: The customer saved 2 x 1,680 liters of 
oil to approximately PHP 287,360.- (EUR 5,455,-).
Furthermore, Holcim has additional savings on labour 
cost, spare parts and unwanted downtime. 

Test: On May 15, 2012, the ISO Code cleanliness level was 
19/17/14.  On June 12, after only one month of filtration, 
the ISO Code level was reduced to 16/14/11. 

Result: The installation helped to attain plant Oil-Con-
sumption- Ratio (OCR) Target in one month. Furthermore, 
the Mean-Time-Between-Failures (MTBF) was increased.

Coal Mill Gearbox, Ireland

Holcim Philippines, Bulacan Plant

Cement Plant - References
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Problem: Short pump life was the norm. Every 3 months 
a pump had to be replaced. Extremely dirty environment, 
high pressure system and heavy load, made the pumps 
wear out very quickly.
Lost production, increased maintenance hours, and of 
course cost of new pumps was an issue.
Samples were taken showing a cleanliness level with an 
ISO code of 24/20/18 on the fixed bearing lube oil and 
20/19/14 on the floating bearing lube oil.

Solution: 2 x CJC™ Fine Filter HDU 27/54 P-DEP were 
installed. One oil filter on the fixed bearing lube tank and 
one on the lube tank for the floating bearing.

Main purpose - to prolong pump life time.

Result: After 1 month of installation, ISO codes were 
18/17/10 on the fixed bearing lube oil and 17/16/10 on 
the floating bearing lube oil. Now 6 years later the ISO 
Codes are kept at low levels, fixed bearings: ISO 14/13/8 
and for floating bearings ISO 14/13/10.

The effect of the CJC™ Oil Filter has been extreme. Since 
the installation, the cement plant has not changed any 
pumps on those lube oil systems. No unplanned mainte-
nance hours has been used, no lost production and no 
cost for new pumps since 2008.

Financial Benefits: Calculation, 2 systems
2 pumps every 6 month = 4 pumps/year. 
Price per pump = 913 EUR x 4 pumps = 3,652 EUR/year 
+ labour costs, 500 EUR/exchange x 4 = 2,000 = 5,652 EUR
x 7,5 years = 42,390 EUR

Production loss per pump exchange:
if unplanned shut down, approx. = 800 tons per stop

Statement: 
Mr. Stephen Beirne Maintenance Manager:
“Having undertaken an assessment of our 
onsite lubrication activities we introduced a 
program of offline filter installations across 
site. This has allowed us to move from a 
situation where oil replacements were 
frequent to nearly no oil changes at all. 
CJC™ Oil Filters have been a huge help in 
this program.”

Cement Mill, Bearings, Ireland

Cement Plant - References

Other oil systems fitted with 
CJC™ Oil Filters since 2008:

- Cement Mill Main Drive
- Kiln bearing lube
- Raw Mill Roller Lube
- Raw Mill vertical roller lube
- Raw Mill Roller hydraulic
- Coal mill roller lube
- Coal mill hydraulic
- Clinker pan conveyor
- SRF hydraulics
- Cement silo bucket elevator
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Problem: Oil samples had shown an extremely high par-
ticle content, leading to increased wear and tear on the 
gear teeth.

Result: The contamination was heavily reduced. From 
an ISO 24/22/17 to an ISO 13/12/8! The achieved reduc-
tion from 3,257,000 particles less than 5 μm to 6,969 will 
increase the gear bearings life by a factor of five.

Statement: 
Per Munk Bertelsen, Maintenance Manager at Aalborg 
Portland A/S, Cement Mill: “I can only recommend the 
use of CJC™ Oil Filters - as it helps us saving money on our 
maintenance budgets”

Problem: The oil samples indicated a high level of particle 
and water contamination, resulting in frequent changes of 
the 1000 cSt lubricant and a reduced bearing life.

Results: The plant experience longer periods between 
services and lubricant replacement based on cost of 
lubricant. The pay back on the customer’s CJC™ Fine Filter 
investment will be within 12 months. The particle content 
went from uncountable down to 18/16/13, giving a gear 
life increase by at least a factor 3.5.

Aalborg Portland

Golden Bay Cement

Cement Plant - References
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Saving Potential 

Because of the harsh (dusty and some also warm) envi-
ronment in cement plants the contamination is severe, 
even uncountable at times, and often in the area of ISO 
25/23/18. The recommended rates from equipment sup-
pliers are often around 19/17/14 (new oil) or as low as 
15/13/11 for hydraulic and high pressure systems.  

When reducing the contamination from 24/22/19 just 
to 19/17/14 you double the lifetime of the gearboxes – 
other components see an even higher increase. Often the 
CJC™ Cement Plant Fine Filter will also get the ISO code 
down even further, giving even higher lifetime increase 
and huge savings potential. 

Lafarge (France) and Holcim (Swiss) are applying for 
merger at the moment. 
HeidelbergCement (Germany), Cemex (Mexico), Buzzi 
Unicem (Italy). 
China has 58,6 % of the world cement production.

Large Companies in the Industry

Cement Plant


